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later, the master chief returns to the ark in order to save the spirits of his fallen comrades. he then activates installation 07. its floodlights begin
scanning the surface of the ring and many of the surrounding area, discovering the presence of the banished. the master chief destroys the flood-

infected ark and frees the liberated spirits. installation 07 then reactivates, seemingly having found a new purpose. [59] after the master chief
returns to installation 07 and successfully escapes from the installation, he begins to realize that time is moving differently on the ring. after dealing

with the flood and freeing the spirits, the master chief discovers that the flood and the san'shyuum have been at war for 100,000 years. [60] the
master chief learns that the san'shyuum once built the halo array for the flood to use as a sort of weapon of mass destruction. however, he also

discovers that the order of the lifeworkers is fighting for the mantle and the master builder is in favor of the san'shyuum. this revelation leads him to
question his loyalties to the unsc and his identity. [61] the master chief is then contacted by a san'shyuum named yayoraak, who asks him to help

them destroy installation 07. with the master chief's help, the san'shyuum are able to destroy the ring. as the master chief and yayoraak exit
installation 07, the master chief tells the san'shyuum that he has no intention of returning to the installation, much to their disappointment. the

master chief is then contacted by cortana, who informs him that installation 07 is now capable of destroying the covenant and that the master chief
should allow himself to be pulled into the installation. [62] the master chief then proceeds to teleport himself into the installation, while the covenant

immediately invade the installation. [63]
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the didact did not realize the infinity was only a shuttle and not the unsc's flagship. the ship was ordered to destroy installation 07, [62] and with the
command to kill himself, the didact boarded the unsc flagship, [63] and placed his body into the ring's belly, [64] where it would remain for the

remaining years of the forerunner era, [65] until the era of the precursors was completed. [7] the forerunners then decided to use the rings' unique
construction to their advantage by creating a third, smaller ring to act as the pivot point between the smaller rings and the main body of the ark; its

construction was accomplished in a way that its center aligned precisely with the center of the main ring. the anomaly thus created, dubbed the
installation 00 ring, holds two complete rings, and the rings' new orientation allows them to be aligned within a single hemisphere, allowing the

smaller rings to roll around the larger one like a pear-shaped top. in the process, the two rings that had formerly been separated by the installation
were fused together, creating a single, nearly complete ring. the new ring's central hub is connected to the ark via an umbilical to facilitate repairs.

the installation 00 ring has been a candidate for the installation 04 ring, and even the test flight ring. it has not been decided yet if the installation 00
ring will be used to house installation 04 as its secondary purpose. [23] 5ec8ef588b
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